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New Delhi - With globalization & free trade economic structure, India has witnessed huge economic
growth since last decade. Cheap labor and material cost has attracted several multinational
companies to set up their operational & manufacturing facilities in India.

This entire wave leads to increase in the demand of skilled manpower in all the levels of corporate
hierarchy. Companies need people those who can run their processes effectively & efficiently. Such
people are supposed to have good hands in their core domain & also in managing business.

In order to fulfill the growing demand of skilled manpower in the country, several Government as
well as private institutes came into the picture with Bachelor & Masters program me in business
administration area. Every year million of students opted for such courses after paying on average
Rs 3 â€“ 4 lacs per annum but on completion of their courses, they strive for a job of even Rs 5000.

The reason is quite simple, near 80% of B-Schools in India lacks in grooming their students as per
industry requirement. Bad communication skills, MTI affect absence of soft skills, absence of time
management skills, weak subjective knowledge leads to â€œno-jobâ€• for the MBA Students. The scenario
is so worst that MBA students are even now ready to do jobs in Telecalling, Door-to-Door product
selling. Even now private sector bank have started declining request for the educational loans to the
students seeking admission in B-Schools other than Top-25.

To overcome such a crisis like situation for MBA job seekers, MBA STAR has introduced courses
especially designed through the current industry demand & feedback received via process
managers. MBA STAR program me focuses mainly on enhancing the business soft skills of the
students, providing them proficiency in basic business English, basic IT skills & fair communication
power.

Apart from these cutting edge features MBA STAR also equip its participants with subjective
knowledge (Marketing, HR, Finance, IT, Operations), analyzing resume & professional portfolio of
the students & then optimizing them using keywords. After re-writing the resume , it has been
shared with verified job consultants & highlighted via networking models so that students start
getting job mails during the training itself. Mock GD sessions & Mock Panel Interview sessions
provides students real feedback so that chances of silly mistakes during real job process could be
avoided.

MBA STAR helps MBA students & MBA graduates to get a real-MBA job. MBA STAR program me
provides helps students to groom their personality, communication, knowledge, behavior & attitude
with fair job opportunities. MBA STAR program me is extremely cheap so that every student &
graduate can afford it. Now-a-days even corporate have started grooming session for their
workforce through MAGIC TEAM module of MBA STAR. For MBA graduates, RE-START module of
MBA STAR helps them to get a better profile â€“ better salary job & restart their career once again.

Mba Star  have deep interest in writing informative articles on Jobs in Noida.  Also given her words
to a portal Jobs in Noida where one can find info on Jobs in Delhi. Explore: - http://www.mbastar.in/
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